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Greek housing plans 'on hold'
By Mark Miller
staff writer

Plans to build a Greek housing complex across
Interstate 81 are "on hold," President Ronald
Carrier said on Saturday.
"The estimates were so high that we didn't feel
the Greeks or the university could afford it," he
said.
The complex would cost about $9 million, he
said. He was expecting it to cost less than $8
million.

Carrier now is looking at a plan to add four
houses to JMU's current Greek Row. New houses
would be the same models as the 13 existing
houses, which each hold 28 students.
The proposed complex would have contained 22
units, each holding 30 students, to alleviate overcrowding in university housing.
A complex across 1-81 is a possibility, Carrier
said. But it would not be worth the expense of getting utilities and a sewer system there unless an entire complex is built.

Scott Horton, Rush chairman, said, "Our Greek
system is growing, but 1 think we can live with
what we have. We have a good thing going. I don't
see it as detrimental."
The addition of houses to the row would help,
he said. "It's better than nothing." He said living
off Greek Row hurts fraternities and sororities,
and that more houses could get those living
elsewhere onto Greek Row.
See GREEK, page 2 ■>■

oOdpy o3tUrQ3y —" Student Mary Diesel took advantage of Saturday's warm and sunny weather to wash her car.
(Photo by Yo Nagaya)

What's with the water?
• ■

Odd taste and smell should be out by today
By Karen Brown
staff writer

The odd taste and smell that has
been in JMU and Harrisonburg's
water was being eliminated during
the weekend.
Water at the Harrisonburg Water
Treatment Plant was clean Friday
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morning. But some of the-tainted
water remained in the distribution
system, said Ed Loker, plant
superintendent.
i
All the area's drinking water probably will be back to normal by today.
Loker said it was not yet determined what was in the water, but that
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there is no reason to avoid drinking
or using it.
"We're using the exact amount of
chlorine and other chemicals as required by the law," he said. The
plant is "running all kinds of tests"
to discover what caused the unusual
taste and smell.
State officials came to help test the

Wild
kingdom

water Thursday. "We are doing
everything we can to clear it up,"
Loker said on Friday.
Ice on the plant's settling
basements might have caused the
tainted water, he said. Dirt is filtered
through the basements. The filtering
,

See WATER, page 2 *•
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Pavilion across 81 could be finished by June
By Donna Sawyer*
SGA reporter

If plans are approved in February,
the pavilion to be built across Interstate 81 could be finished by June.
The Planning and Development
Commission must approve the structure. The plans then must be approved by the University Council, President Ronald Carrier and finally the
Board of Visitors.
If the project is approved, bids
will be accepted for about three or
four weeks, George Marcum,
physical plant director, said.
Construction should be completed
90 days after the contractor is hired,
he said.

Water
■* (Continued from page 1)

system was not getting sufficient air
because of the ice, he said.
About 14 million gallons of water
were affected. Harrisonburg uses
three to four million gallons of water
a day.
Loker said the water system serves
customers as far as 11 miles from
Harrisonburg.
Some students said the water problem was over, but that it tasted bitter last week, and smelled and tasted
like chlorine.
Shorts Hall resident Margaret
Fitzpatrick said she has worked at a
pool and knew the taste was
chlorine. "It was kind of gross for
the first few days, but it's back to
normal now."
Kevin Nowell, who lives in Hanson Hall, said, "At first I was wor-

Costs are estimated at $40,657 for
the proposed picnic pavilion.
The SGA voted Tuesday to fund
about S20.000 for the pavilion.
The university will fund the remaining costs.
Estimated costs are $14,311 for
labor, $23,555 for materials and
$2,791 for electricity.
Plans call for a 77 feet long, 23
feet wide pavilion. Two bathrooms
and a barbecue pit will be built.
The pavilion will be exactly like
the picnic shelter at the university
farm.
It will be built north of the Convocation Center near the women's
lacrosse field.
Bob George, SGA administrative

vice president, said, the main advantage of the pavilion is its proximity
to campus. It will be within
walking distance.
"Students can get away yet still be
on campus," he said.
It will be accessible by the tunnel
under 1-81.
Alcohol could be used at the
pavilion if it is not taken outside the
immediate area, he said. The group
using the facility will be in charge of
alcohol control, he said.
Reservations will have to be made
to use the pavilion, George said.
Reservations must be made to use
the farm.
The pavilion probably will help
stop the drunken driving that occurs

ried. I wasn't sure what was causing
it and nobody was making any effort
to tdl me."
He said signs were put up near
Hanson's water fountains telling
him the water was hazardous. Not
knowing if it that was true, he didn't
drink the water until he found what
the problem was.
Fred Rice of Chandler Hall said,
"It was horrible. Aggravating
even." Rice said he noticed a
metallic taste at Gibbons Dining
Hall in his orange juice and threw it
out.
Elizabeth McCusker said, "I
noticed it Wednesday when I was
taking a shower."
Some students said they were sick
last week but do not think their illnesses were caused by the water.

Greek

Staff writer Donna Sawyers contributed to this article.

correction
The Breeze publishes corrections and
clarifications as soon as it can If you see
something you think warrants a correction or clarification, please phone Ian
Katz. editor, at 6127, or write to him at
The Breeze, JMU, Anthony-Seeger Hall.
Harrisonburg. VA 22807.

■»• Tim Ve It man's name was
misspelled in campusquote in the
editorial section of the Jan. 26 issue
of The Breeze. This was an editing
error.

■» (Continued from page 1)

Sarah Howarth, assistant Greek
coordinator, said, "I feel it's a
shame that it's been put off. The
fraternities and sororities have been
working hard to get coordinated to
raise money for the complex.
"Maybe we'll be more prepared
next time it comes up. I'm glad the
reason was a financial one instead of
something else.
"We're lucky to have the Greek
houses we have now. Maybe now
we'll improve our houses instead of
saving our money. I don't think it's
going to hurt the Greek system."
She said the addition of houses to

after a farm party, he said.
Plans made last spring estimated
the pavilion's costs at $30,000. The
costs increased because the original
plans were not complete. They did
not include costs for reseeding or
leveling the land.
At its April 19 meeting, the SGA
voted to contribute $15,000 toward
the pavilion.
The senate knew the cost was only
an estimate when it voted in April,
said Sandra Adams, SGA Finance
Committee chairwoman.
She said the SGA will not pay
more than $20,000.
The funds will come from the
general reserve account.

the row would be good because it
would get all fraternities and.
sororities together and improve
Rush. Also, more houses will be
needed when new fraternities and
sororities are added.
Assistant Greek Coordinators
Tom Carr, Mike Clark and Lisa
Nelson, and Interfraternity Council
President Frank Marvin all would
not comment.
McGraw-Long Hall, which is
under construction, will hold 210
students. Currently some freshmen
are housed in Howard Johnson's on
Port Republic Road because of increasing enrollment and lack of on
campus housing.
JMU had planned on submitting
the housing plan to the January 198S
Virginia General Assembly.

Student actress wins award;
advances to national contest
JMU student Elena Rimson placed first in the Irene Ryan Award
contest at the American College
Theater Festival this weekend.
The Ryan Award is given to the
best.actor or actress at the festival.
Rimson's win allows her to compete in the national competition to
be held at the Kennedy Center this
spring.
Actors and actresses are
nominated to compete for the award
by ACTF judges. The judges are
university professors. Rimson and
JMU student Doug Mumaw were
nominated.
Each competitor was required to
perform a monologue and a scene
with a partner. Rimson performed a

scene from "At Home" with Dave
McConnell as her partner.
McConnell received an award for
best partner.
-^
Mumaw also placed in the competition.
Each competing university is required to perform a play. JMU performed "Taming of the Shrew"
Saturday.
The competition's results will not
be known for a while, according to
Wendy McNeny,
Rimson's
housemate. If the group wins this
competition, they will compete for
nationals at the Kennedy Center this
spring.
— Alison Colby
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SGA file
The following proposals made at
last week's SGA senate meeting were
not listed with The Breeze's Jan. 26
article about the meeting.
■> Chappeiear senator Laura Lee
Niswander proposed the SGA post
tlte'iianierofDeen's'List members in
the WwTefl'Cjunpos Center! The

proposal was sent to the Curriculum
and Instruction Committee.
► Wayland senator Sue Dawson
proposed the back-door locks on
Wayland Hall be changed to match
«nose on the front doors.
o^i! Prop®**! was sent to the
Buildings and Orounds Committee.

N.
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Faculty votes 42-6 to change policy

F'smay be added in averages
By Gwen Farias

assistant news editor

The Faculty Senate voted 42-6 Thursday favoring a policy to average each course grade into a student's quality point average — even if a class has
been repeated.
A student now can repeat a class to improve the
grade. Only the second grade is used to compute
the quality point average.
Under the senate's proposed policy, both grades
would be calculated in the student's QPA.
The proposal must be approved by the University Council.
Faculty Senate Speaker Richard Travis said
there are two views on the proposal.
Under the proposed policy, students would
know they have only one chance to receive a grade
in a class and will do a better job the first time.
The opposing view is that students deserve a second chance.
Dr. Willem Selen, assistant professor of information and decision sciences, introduced the motion to the senate at an earlier meeting.

"We want to more accurately reflect the quality
of (the JMU) student to other comparable institutions," he said.
Including failing grades in the QPA would
force students to take their courses more seriously,
he said.
Dr. Gerald Taylor, physics professor, said that
the new policy could work against the student.. If
each grade is calculated into a student's QPA, it is
"much more easy for the student to get on
academic probation or suspension," he said.
But Selen said, "A good student won't even be
affected."
Dr. Joseph Kosnik, accounting and finance professor, said he favored the change because it would
provide additional classroom space to a greater
number of students.
"Spots in classes are in very high demand. Many
students can repeat five times, take five spaces.
The average student takes only one space. We
can't afford for one student to take five spaces."
Flip De Luca, communication arts instructor,
said records state that 1,430 students have repeated
courses in the last year. During the spring 1983 ses-

sion, 621 students repeated classes; in May session,
93 students; in summer session, 132 and fall
semester, 584.
Also at the meeting, the Faculty Senate voted to
include library faculty and department heads in a
computer lottery.
An ad hoc Personal Computer Committee is
establishing guidelines for a computer lottery that
would make all full-time faculty in tenure-track
positions eligible to receive grant awards toward
the purchase of a personal computer. Administrative personnel would be excluded.
The computers would be for faculty use.
Grants would be for 50 percent of the purchase
price of the computer or $1,000, whichever is
smaller.
Library faculty and department heads were added to the list of eligible recipients of the award
because the senate felt they were "deserving of the
opportunity to also have funding for personal
computers," Travis said.
-'President Ronald Carrier must approve the
guidelines.

CheerS - 6th District
Congressman Jim Olin
attended a wine tasting
party in Chandler Hall
Friday. The party was
sponsored by the
Women's Caucus.
(Photo by Ming Leong)

By Hala Irabi

staff writer

Carrier wants
technology
center here
»i

)
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President Ronald Carrier wants to
establish a center here that would
help JMU keep up with current
science and technology advances.
"It's to bring the technology and
its developments that are out there in
the world into our campus," Carrier
said in a press release.
Industrial and governmental
technology experts would teach
courses here, he said.
ty-. and .-students- .in. high-tech industries through leaves and intern-

ships and offer staff support for
faculty who want to write grant proposals on science and technology.
The center would be designed to
work closely with Gov. Charles
Robb's proposed innovative
technology center in Northern
Virginia.
Robb has proposed a S30.2
million state-supported research
facility that would link high-tech industry with several state universities.
JMU spokesman Fred Hilton said
Carrier's proposed center "would
give us the ability ofTenSafMing
I abreast of what's happening at the
high tech center.'1 • -• • ■

The center here probably would
involve one person who would maintain contact with the larger center
and with faculty, staff, researchers
and students here, Hilton said.
Carrier estimated the center's cost
at $60,000. The money would
finance the salaries of two or three
staff members, allow special training
of students and provide for faculty
exchanges with governmental and industrial experts.
Funding for the center is not part
of Robb's proposed state budget,
but Carrier said he will try to convince legislators to include the
money in the final budget.
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Grad students need more aid
Financial aid director
to analyze study results
By Mark Miller
staff writer

JMU graduate students need more
financial aid, according to a survey
done here.
The study provides the proper
documentation necessary to justify a
financial aid increase, said John
Sellers, director of financial aid.
The study was conducted by Anne
Bullis, a psychology graduate student, to assess financial aid needs of
graduates. All 187 full-time graduate
students were mailed a questionnaire, and 53.5 percent responded.
The survey shows that in-state
graduate students' total expenses are
$8,985 and out-of-state students' are
$9,561 yearly.
About 22 percent of the respondants reported they had "a great
deal of difficulty meeting expenses."
Sellers said he will analyze the
study to determine what expenses are
education-related. He said the
budget for financial aid for graduate
students could possibly rise to $7,200
from the current $4,844.
The highest expenses for graduate
students are tuition ($1,026 for full-

OUNTRY
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time in-state students and $1,602 for
out-of-state students), room and
board (an average of $4,172) and
personal expenses, such as
telephone, washing and entertainment ($1,386).
The mean cost for books is $298;
transportation, $696; utilities, $630;
medical and dental, $233; clothing,
$242; and others, like life and health
insurance, $302, for both in- and
out-of-state students.
Financial assistance is important
in funding the education of 50 percent of graduates who responded.
About 25 percent receive aid from
JMU, and 25 percent from other
sources.
About 45 percent have full- or
part-time jobs, while 40 percent hold
assistantships which pay cash, tuition remission, or both. About 60
percent are paying full tuition.
Nine schools were surveyed about
their procedures for providing financial aid for their graduate students.
These schools were chosen because
of their similarity to JMU's graduate
school in size and programs.
The schools surveyed were:
Longwood College, University of

Virginia, Old Dominion University,
Virginia Commonwealth University,
Mary Washington, William and
Mary, George Mason, Virginia Tech
and Radford University.
Six schools responded, and UVa
and Virginia Tech gave current expense information.
UVa's expenses are close, to
JMU's and th^ are in the process of
conducting a similar survey.
Virginia Tech's graduate student
expenses are very close to JMU's —
just slightly higher.
Sellers said JMU's graduate program is as expensive as most others

in the state but receives less money
for financial aid.
Bullis recommended that additional surveys be taken to keep up
with the cost of living and rising tuition.
JMU should consider providing
housing for single full-time graduate
students to make it more affordable,
she said.
Her study was conducted in conjunction with Educ. 630, Research
Methods in Education, and the
Financial Aid Office. It was the first
of its kind done here.

qourtfile
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Student's
cases
By Kim Qlbton
court reporter

The following cases were decided
last week in Rockingham County
District Court:

► Student Stephen Hershey, 19,
of Bowie, Md., had two cases
against him dismissed Jan. 25.
Campus police charged Hershey
with public drunkenness behind Gifford Hall Nov. 20. He was also
charged with resisting arrest.
► Non-student Roy Daff, 22, of
Bridge water was found guilty Jan.
26 of public drunkenness.
Daff was fined $10. He was arrested by campus police Nov. 19 at
Madison Drive and South Main
Street.
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newsfile
Student input
needed about
class officers
The 12-member committee that
will set criteria for selecting class officers met for the first time Thursday.
It will meet about five times
before deciding on election procedures, officer criteria and a constitution, Suzanne Straub, director
of student activities, said.
Having class officers is part of
President Ronald Carrier's JMU institutional model of success. Officers
will promote class unity and increase
alumni support.
Active alumni will donate money
to JMU and, hire university
graduates, said David Harvey, SGA
legislative vice president.
SGA President Isabel Cumming
said officers will fill a social void by
sponsoring class ring dances, picnics
and projects.
Freshman Bob Houston said he
supports having class officers, but is
pessimistic about student involvement.
"Its easy for leaders to say this a
great idea. The problem is getting
students involved." He said he has
trouble getting students in his dormitory together for a project, much

less an entire class.
One project might be to raise
money to present a gift to the university when the class graduates. The
class even could lobby for a new
academic department, said Tom
Watkins, alumni services director.
The committee will collect student
input about how the officers should
be picked and class projects. It is
scheduled to meet 4 p.m Thursday in
Hillcrest.
— Donna Sawyers

New upper level
courses offered
A new philosophy and religion
general studies course for upperclassmen will be offered next
semester.
Religion in the Contemporary
World will be added to the
philosophy and religion curriculum.
Another general studies course for
upperclassmen, Experience and
Argument, was added this semester.
The courses are designed to help
upgrade the general studies program
and to develop a stronger liberal arts
program, said Dr. Barbara Swyhart,
philosophy and religion department
head.
"It came to the point to introduce
new 300 and 400 level courses and
develop them with the sophistication
of the juniors and seniors in mind,"
she said.

"Students want the learning experience. As long as they want it,
we're here to provide them," she
said.
Only juniors and senior s can
take the courses.
If the courses are well received,
more will be added, Swyhart said.
Upperclassmen can take 100 and
200 level classes, she said.
— Linda Wankow

Female candidate
speaks on campus
For the first time, a Virginia
woman is running for the U.S.
Senate. Edie Harrison is seeking the
Democratic nomination.
Harrison spoke Wednesday in
Harrison Hall.
Education and
women's rights are the key issues of
her campaign.
"Economics is what women's
issues start with," she said. A
qualified woman should be paid the
same as a qualified man, which is
not always the case, she said.
Harrison also is interested in
human rights and health care.
A colleague described her as "the
best man for the job," she said.
Harrison served in the Virginia
House of Delegates from 1979 to
1982. She has been on many committees and advisory councils concerned with the education system,

health and human services, human
rights and economic development.
She is trying to unseat Republican
Sen. John Warner.
Two U.S. senators are women.
Both are Republicans.
— Jill Fudali

Student places
in poetry contest
A JMU communication arts major received honorable mention in
the World of Poetry Contest.
The international contest, based in
Sacramento, sent William Evans a
certificate informing him of his
placement.
Evans said the award "was an
honor, but there's so much more I
want to do."
Evans' winning poem was titled
"A Crack in the Wall."
The poem "deals with divorce and
separation," Evans said. It begins
with a child who looks through a
crack in the wall and sees his parents
embrace and ends with the child seeing his father strike his mother.
"I started writing with the intent
of writing lyrics. When I got in high
schoool I got away from that,"
Evans said. He now writes prose.
Evans has written a book of 45
poems that he recently sent off to be
copyrighted. He hopes to get a
publisher soon.
— Alison Colby

100 People Surveyed, The Top 5 Answers Are Listed Below

NAME SOMETHING YOU DO OVER
SPRING BREAK
-

WRITE YOUR TERM PAPER
GET A JOB
LISTEN TO YOUR PARENTS NAG
SULK

- GO TO DAYTONA BEACH ■ FOR EIGHT SUNNY DAYS AND SEVEN ENDLESS NIGHTS
IN AN OCEANFRONT HOTEL, INCLUDING ROUND TRIP TRANSPORTATION WITH FOOD
AND REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED ON THE WAY DOWN (the PARTY starts here!)
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classifieds'
For Sale
Mate Housing Contract for sale oncampus. Call Stew at 434-3641.
Are you buying or selling a car? Call
Steve Nardl at 434-0607 for appointment.
Your Independent automobile counselor.
Thank you.
Purebred Dalmation pups for sale.
896-7317.
DM you know that you can buy a loft for
$25 through Butley's Loft Service? Call
x5189 today for more Information.
SKIS, Dynastar Omesoft 185's. Never
been used. Retail $290. Asking $250 or
best offer. Call Hayden 433-4649.
Lovable RATT for sale to good home.
Housebroken; makes good pet. Real
cheap, but will negotiate. Contact Jarratt
at x5188.
Yamaha G225 classical guitar — Great
condition. $50. 434-5820. Ask for Kate or,
Joe.

by Berke Breathed
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For Rent
Harris Gardens Apartments. $245 Including utilities, city bus to JMU. Call
Bob 434-6569.
Single Bedroom Apartment. Dutchmill
Court, near campus, $210/month.
434-2100.
Apartment (1 bedroom of 4) 3 blocks from
campus available March 1st through
summer. Furnished. Call 433-1416.
Sublease — room $135/month Including
utilities. One block from campus. Immediately or fourth block. Call Lisa,
433-3553.
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DOORS fanatic to drive to Wax Museum
in D.C. February 8 to see Backdoors.
Return same day. Call Jim x4739.
Used Delinquency and Justice (Thornton)
textbook for Sod. 324. 434-6911.

Help Wanted
Women/Men. Direct sales and home
marketing opportunities. Import products and new services available. For appointment Call Steve at 4344)807. Thank
you
General ledger; payroll; accounts
payable clerk. Hours to suit, $3.50 per
hour. Respond by letter, Box 91 Laurel
Street, Harrlsonburg, Virginia.
•-

Services
Confidential Abortion Services — All Inquiries and services confidential. Convenient location near 1-81. For Information
or appointment call Collect (301)
733-2400.
TYPING SERVICE - 20 years ex
perlence. $1.00/page. Mrs. Price,
879-9035.
Sewing ft Alterations. Reasonable. Near
JMU. Call Kim 434-8604.
Valentine's Dsy — Tell someone they're
special with balloons attached to candy,
mugs or stuffed animals. Flights of Fan
cy. 434-3351.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING, Call Kathy,
433-8015.
Pregnant? Free confidential help. Free
pregnancy test. Birthright 434-0003.
SKIER8 — hot waxing, sharpening for
only $8. Call x5510, x5517.

Personate
DON'T DRIVE DRUNK)!! QBJII_ 433-CAR!
for aliso hassles, free ride horde,rrlak;
and Saturday nights from 9:00 p.m.
V
.: ...
3:00 a.m.
* "•

Is It true you can buy Jeeps for $44
Cynthia — you're incredible! Here's to a
To the guy who took my wallet from the
through the U.S. Government? Get the
super leap year! Barb
^^^^
second floor of the library on Wednesday
facts today! Call (312) 742-1142, ext.
between 4:30 and 4:45.1 hope you're hapLilian -J I hope that when you get
5080.
py. It's awful to think that we can't even
everything worked out, we will have many
TEST YOURSELF: Are you an effective
trust our own student body. I want you to
more good times together. Simplex
time-manager? Can you work 2-4 hrs/wk
know that you stole things of IrDH A BB — Thanks for the pop tarts and
replaceable value to me. I canTt Imagine
consistently? Are you success-oriented?
hot
chocolate!
Sorry
you
guys
froze!
that you are any worse off than myself
Earn base • performance-based
Love, AB & AF
that you would have to stoop so low to do
bonuses. 1-8O0-243<679.
such an irresponsible, deplorable act. If
Happy
20th
—
Carol
Bognar.
Make
it
the
REWARD: $100 Cash Money paid for Inyou have any kind of values, morels, conbest
one
yet
(get
Dave).
Your
roommates
formation leading to the arrest and conscience, or self-worth you will return
— Party Day January 29.
viction of the crook who's been wrongfulwhat Isn't yours. You know who I am.
ly using the checkbook, credit cards, and
Denlse Grey — You've got a friend! Love
P.O. 3418.
other Identification data of Clyde E.
ya — Lisa.
Nicholson. Contact Investigator Baker,
Water Heads club meeting tonight at
DONT DRIVE DRUNKIII Call 433-CARS
Pool. All Interestsd Polo Players
JMU Police 433-6911.
for a no hassles, free ride home. Friday
welcome. Play Polo or E.S.A.D.
HOT WRESTLING ACTION THURSDAY
and Saturday nights from 9:00 p.m. to
— 7:30 Godwin. JMU vs. VML BE THERE I
3:00 s.m.
DONT DRIVE DRUNKIII Call 43*CARS
Dear Julie — Happy 19th! How was the
E.U.7 Love, Linda
Karen Gibson — Hey Bunny! Have a
Stanley H. Kaplan PERMANENT CENTER
great birthday. Love, Albert
N0W 0p
Jayceettes' Ski Trip to Bryce. Thursday
TU O
EN IN
night, February 2. Group rates and
CHARLOTTESVILLE
transportation. Open to all. Call Cathy
xS161 for details.
Congratulations to CHRIS BARNES.
DOUG BROWN and JENNIFER TRAIN for
winning the Jayceettes' Superbowl pool!
How many Reese's-Pleces can a pickle
jar hold??? Look for it, take a guess, and
win I! Sponsored by ASPA.
Brown Eyee — I surrender dear. Let's
have no more disagreements.
EDUCATIONAL
i CENTER
Greg Williams — Did 'ya hear about our
FOR INFORMATION
slumber party? No? Oh...
CALL OR WRITE:
DEH — We checked Lost and Found.
1928 ARLINGTON BLVD.
They have IT. Retrieve by weekend. You
SUITE 200
might need It. Q»
n
I
CHARLOTTESVILLE. VA
s Tuesday,
QUICK. J
. January 31.Nine to one. $1 cove/.
e
P1CKIN'.

I he omart

MOVE!

CLASSES

« NOW FORMING

•LSATGMAT-GRE Km*,,
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announcements
Announcements In The Breeze are provided free as a
'service to readers Events requiring an exchange of
money will not be published ki the announcements
section. Entertainment notices may be sent to the Inside Arts and People section.
Deadlines lor announcements are noon Friday for
Monday's Issue and noon Tuesday lor Thursday's
Issue. Mailing address Is The Breeze, communication
arts department, James Madison University, Harrisonburg VA 22807. The Breeze office Is In the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall at Grace and South Main streets.
Form for announcements Is WHO Is doing WHAT,
WHEN and WHERE. Items will be edited for brevity.
Name and telephone number should be included.

Events
Catholic MaMM — S p.m. Saturdays, room D,
WCC; 10:30 a.m. and noon Sundays, ballroom, WCC.
Visiting Scholars — presents Alaadalr Maclntyra, professor of philosophy at Vanderbltt University,
speaking on "In Defense of the Ob|ectlvlty of Values,"
Jan. 30 at 10 a.m. In Latlmer Shaeffer Auditorium.

Special Olympics Swimming Program —
Thursdays from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. Meat In Maury parking
lof at 5:28 p.m. For more Information, contact Irene at
X5786.
Wesley Foundation — Jan. 3115p.m., Disciples
Today, study ol women, man. and the Bible; 7 p.m., Bible study with Rev Jim Snow. Feb. 1: 8 a.m., Communion, room A, WCC; 6:30 p.m... Fellowship, program on
footwashlng. Feb. 2: 6 p.m.. New Life Singers, Duke
208.
The Wesley Foundation Is accepting applications
for the 198*85 acaemk) year. See Jeanne Flnley at the
Foundation (434-3490) lor application forms. Deadline
Is Feb. 1».
Art exhibitions — Sawhlll Gallery: "David
Qolnea: Posters from his St. Helronymous Press." Jan.
12 through Feb. 2. Artworks Gallery: "Artwork by Lucy
Harding and Qayfe Hatcher." Jan. 22 through Feb. 4.
Baptist Studont Union — Jan. SI: Relationship
Bible study. BSU and Presbyterian, 11 a.m., room C,
WCC. Feb. 1: Sunrise Semester Bible study, RAC. Fee
2: Stonle. ,

Christian Science Organization — meets
every other Sunday at 7 p.m. In the religious center

Commuter Service Committee — holds
meetings each Monday at 5 p.m. In room B, WCC. All
commuters are welcome.
Finance Club — will meet Jan. 30 at 6:30 p.m. In
room A, WCC. Mr. Dan O'Donnell of Shomo and
Llnaweaver Is the guest speaker.

Amnesty International — students and faculty Interested In forming a JMU chapter of this organization should attend the organizational meeting Jan. 31
at 7:30 p.m. In Jackson 101.

General
CP&P — Workshops: "Resume Writing." Jan. 31
from 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. and Feb. 8 from 10a.m. to 11
a.m.; "Getting Your Act Together," Feb. 1 from 1 p.m.
to 2 p.m. "Interview '"reparation," Feb. 2 from 7:30 p.m.
to 8:30 p.m.; "Interviewing for Teaching Positions,"
Feb. 8 from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. Sign up In advance In the
CP&P office.
CP8.P special programs - "Junior Orientation to
CP4P," Feb. 8 from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m., Grafton-Stoval
Theatre; "Think Before You Leap," Feb. 9 Irom 7:30
p.m. to 8:30 p.m., room B, WCC. No advance sign up
aecesaary.
Accounting tutoring — The Accounting Honor
Society will hold open tutoring sessions in accounting
every Wednesday from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. In the audiovisual department of the library.
CARS — a free service provided for faculty and
students by Catholic Campus Ministries gives you a
tree ride home on Friday and Saturday nights from 9
p.m. to 3 am. If you had too much to drink, or for
women who need a safe ride home. Complete confidentiality, no hassles Call 433 CARS

Hosplc* films — "Death of a Qandy Dancer" and
'Grieving: Suddenly Alone," can be rented by JMU
staff and studenta. Call 43*8311, ext. 4867 to reserve a
film.

Counseling Canter — offers personal, study
skills and vocational counseling for Individuals and
groups Call 6552 for more Information or come to
Alumnae Hall tor walk-In service between 3 p.m. and 5
p.m., Monday through Thursday. No appointment
needed.

JMU Canterbury — The Episcopal student group
meets every Thursday after the 7 p.m. communion service at Emmanuel Episcopal Church.
Campus Crusade for Christ — meats every
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. In Wlleon 308 for Teaching and
Training.

Inter-Varsity

Christian

Fellowship -

meets every Sunday at 7 pjn. M the WCC ballroom
Inter-VaraHy P»»yer meeting, are held Monday
through Friday from 4:30 p.m. to 5 pjn. In Jackson 108.
Ski Chlb — wtll inset Jan. 30 at 7 p.m. In room B.
WCC. New members are welcome.

i S«M Store For D«u>

MILLER LITE
BEER
JENO'S PIZZA

$4.49
12 pack
12 oz. cans

990
10 oz.

99e

A&P

LUNCHEON MEAT m>.pk,.

JAMESTOWN
QQfc
SLICED BOLOGNA wv

Financial Aid applications — for the 1984-85
school year are now available in the Financial Aid of
flee. Deadline Is March 1,1984.
Student Intramural assistant — and aerobic
fitness Instructor applications sre being accepted for
the 1964-85 academic year. Apply in person by Feb. 20
in the Recreational Activities office. Godwin 213.

Meetings

On ManuUclu'W » CentfrOf* Cou

National Association of Accountants —
will hold their monthly dinner meeting In Chandler Halt
Feb. 2. Social hour begins at 6 p.m., dinner at 7 p.m.
Coat ia S3 with a dining hall contract and $7 without, tf
you would Ilka to attend, send your check made
payable to NAA to Paula Houtary. P. 0. Box 5392 by
Jan. 31.

BlOOd drive — sponsored by Delta Sigma PI Jan.
30 through Feb. 3, Rocklngham Memorial Hospital
Sign up on Delta Sigma Pi bulletin board in Harrison
Hall.

One-act plays — "Tennessee" by Romulus Lin
ney and "Brdbeth" by Leonard Metfl will be presented
Feb. 2 and Fab. 5 at 8 p.m. In the Experimental Theatre.
Tickets can be purchased at the door for $2.

DOUBLE COUPON SAVINGS

Mediation Council — offers free mediation service to all members of the campus community who are
in dispute Come by the Mediation Center In the Commuter Student Center office, WCC, between 5 p.m. to 6
p.m., Monday through Friday. Call 433-6259 for more Information.
University Writing Lab — offers individualized
help to students working on papers or reports, studying for essay exama, writing letters or applications,
reviewing grammar, or preparing to take the GRE,
LSAT, or GMAT. For further Information., call Mrs.
Hosklna at 6401 or atop by Keezell 108, Monday
through Friday from 9 a.m to 3 p.m
Tutoring — is available Irom Sigma Phi Lambda In
history, political science and public administration
Call Donna at X4162.
Tutoring la also available In phlloeophy, religion and
foreign languaes. For more Information, contact Kelly
Deklelne at Box 1283 or call 4344291.

8,w
CALIFORNIA
NAVEL ORANGES $1
TR-NO647

COUPON )

TROPICANA
ORANGE JUICE

99$

64 oz.bottle

Limit one package per coupon.
Limit one coupon per customer with $5.00 purchase.
Valid Jan. 29-Feb. 4,1964.

R-No 650

coupon )

P&Q SODA
YOUR CHOICE

590

2 liter bottle

Limit one package per coupon
Limit one coupon per customer with $5.00 purchase.
Valid Jan. 29-Feb. 4.1964.

COMPLAINTS

R-No 662

We try, but we can't please ALL
the people ALL the time. So if you
have a gripe about something you
read in The Breeze, don't keep it a
secret. Contact Ian Katz, editor, by
calling 6127 or writing to him at
The Breeze, campus mail,
Anthony-Seeger Hall.

HAMBURGER
HELPER

B r

|"I.M13.T45!J"T* *

6V2 oz. box

Limit one package per coupon.
Limit one coupon per customer with $5.00 purchase.
Valid Jan. 29-Feb. 4, 1964.

R-No 670

COUPOH )

WHEATIES
-%

:<MSS

99$

<j> ! H

990

12 oz. box

Limit one package per coupon.
Limit one coupon per customer with $500, purchase
^
•
■ Vaildj'.n.«-Wb.4.i9^4.

,l1(l
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Inside cArts &, People
Valley Voice radio service for the handicapped

Seeing for those who can't
By Sara Fiske
staff writer

.

Harold Miller enjoys the
newspaper funny pages.
Perhaps there is nothing
unusual about that, but Miller, 73, is
an exception. He is blind.
Miller listens to the funny page —
on a specially tuned radio receiver
loaned to him by public radio station
WMRA. He is a regular Valley Voice
listener.
The Valley Voice is a non-profit
radio reading and information service broadcasting on a subcarrier of
radio station WMRA. It provides
the blind, severely visually handicapped, and physically handicapped
with the reading of current printed
information that otherwise would be
generally unavailable to them. It
provides over 10 hours of programming Monday through Friday. Six of
those hours are locally produced at
WMRA, by volunteers, many of
whom are JMU students. Director of
the service is Jane Fuller.
The Valley Voice went on the air
in June of 1982 and Fuller was hired
two months later. The service is officially called the Subsidiary Communication Authorization (SCA).
Programming on the Valley Voice
is as varied as its listeners and its
volunteer readers. A main staple of
the service is the reading of The New
York Times, The Wall Street Journal and The Daily News-Record
every day.
"You can't even buy The Wall
Street Journal or The New York
Tunes in Harrisonburg the day of
publication," Fuller said. "When we
read from 9 to 10 in the morning,
we're putting it (the news) out to the
people in the county before they get
their newspaper in the mail."
Other programming has come
from the creative input of many people. As a result, eight volunteers
have their own 30-minute weekly
programs which they prepare.
Items that can be found on the
Valley Voice include an astronomy
program, soap opera updates,
grocery ads, a reading of The Braille
Monitor, health programs and a
show entitled "Starshine and
Afterglow" with Nancy Jones, a
high school English teacher.

Jane Fuller, director of Valley Voice, provides more than 10 hours of programming a week for the visually
and physically handicapped on WMRA-FM. (Photo by Greg Fletcher)
"euwiy
Originally, Mrs. Jones read from
a book she had written on local radio
personality Wip Robinson. Now she
reads other material which Fuller
describes as "literature."
Another program with an interesting twist is "Eye on Sports"
with Richard Sorey. Sorey is a senior
at JMU, majoring in Communication Arts. He is also blind — he
reads braille and conducts interviews
for his show. Sorey covers local college and high school sports in his
weekly program and often interviews
coaches the day before a big game.
Sorey is in the unique position of
both working for and being a listener
of the Valley Voice. He has one of
the receivers loaned out by the service, but says he doesn't listen
"from an information standpoint,"
but "to make sure everything is
OK." It is much like an actor watching a movie not to be entertained,
but to see how well the actors are doing their job.
"I do have an idea of what thmr

(the listeners) needs are," he said.
Martha Schneider is a volunteer
who began reading the newspaper
over a year ago. After many creative
discussions with Fuller, she began
her own program, "Potpourri,"
which reflects its name.
"Potpourri" is a mixture of readings
from various sources such as
Reader's Digest, Scientific
American, and Smithsonian
magazines. She reads other
literature, such as poetry, and often
gears her program to various
holidays or events.
Schneider is a senior citizen and a
Sunnyside Village resident. "I try to
keep current," she said. "I'm
always looking ... I keep a lot of
books and magazines around. I have
no idea who listens, if anyone
listens, what their interests are, and
so forth, so I try to vary it."
But people do listen. Nancy
Hoover, 62, says the service has
"really been a blessing." Having
gone blind recently, Mrs. Hoover

has had to make some major adjustments, some of which have been
made easier by Valley Voice. She
listens to the reading of The Daily
News-Record everyday. "I love the
readings," she says. Hoover also enjoy the show "Cooking with Mina"
as well as the shows dealing with
health and medicine.
Because the service is for the handicapped and the audience is strictly
controlled, the Valley Voice has
great freedom in choosing material.
It can air just about anything it
wants to without having to secure
permission from authors.
The service is presently serving
over 100 listeners in the Shenandoah
Valley, but Fuller said that statistics
from the Department for the Visualjy Handicapped in Richmond have
indicated that "there are 1,062 (people) within this area that are
registered with them that are sight
See VOICE page 10 ►

It's 'like having a friend drop by to read.'
— Jane Fuller
•
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Football team avoids
racism by interacting
By Hala Irabi
staff writer

When The Breeze took a survey last year asking
students if they thought minority students were integrated into the flow of campus life, about 80 percent responded no.
Forrest Parker, JMU minority recruiter, said,
"Everyone has a tendency to feel more comfortable with their own race group. When minorities
enter a school, they hang around with their own
peer group."
Packy Turner, a JMU football cornerback, said,
"everyone comes from different environments.
You have to learn to communicate; you have to
work at it. These days, everyone is worried about
education, rising costs, and studying. There's no
time for anything else."
But there are exceptions.
On the football team, racism is nonexistent, according to several coaches and players.
To them, the social atmosphere is integrated,
and there is a cohesiveness that binds everyone
together, regardless of color.
It starts with the football team of 102, but grows
to include thousands.
It's a special feeling, a realization that "racial
barriers are not natural, but were set up by
society," Turner said.
During the season, they practice every day, suffer and endure the same hardships, travel together,
and share everything. Off the field, they share
special friendships and experiences.
Challace McMillin, head football coach, said,
"When you work together, you get to know people

Since the 1979-80 academic year, the black
population at JMU has increased 109 percent,
while total enrollment at JMU increased 10.2 percent.
George Nipe, assistant football coach, said interaction helps football players understand each
other and avoid racism. "In stress situations, you
learn about others."
Brian Fink, a junior nose guard from Cresson,
Pa., said, "The first contact I had with any black
person was here on the football team. At first, I
was just worried about playing, then I got to know
everyone."
Prejudice occurs as a result of having nothing in
common with the other race group, Fink said.
"But when you're on the football team, you've got
a lot in common."
Fink said his interactions with blacks on the
football field affected his attitudes about other
blacks.
Turner, a senior, came from a different
background. He was among the 40 percent minority in his high school in Piscataway, N.J.
"There aren't that many minorities here," he
said. "Blacks have to learn to be involved with
whites. It's the blacks who have to adjust, not the
whites."
Football playing starts early for most people,
Turner said. Players learn to depend on each other
and relate to other team members. "You look at
others as team members, not individuals. Football
takes pride in what you do, not what you are,"
Turner said.
"You come into contact with them everyday,and there's no time to look at each other's colors.

Mfc ^
and you form your opinions based on what you
know about them."
Football affects the social atmosphere on campus — it moderates racism, they agreed.
McMillin said, "Any dislikes they have are
merely personality dislikes. Interaction, getting to
know other people, is the key to breaking down
barriers."
Parker said athletics offer students the opportunity to integerate and seek the same objectives.
"You have the same goal — winning."
"In academics, students do not operate as a
group, but as individuals. They tend to choose
their own peers and friends," he added.
Racism results from separation, Parker said,
"and people associate with who they have more in
common with, who they feel more comfortable
with. It's a vicious circle."
The problem with predominantly white colleges
is that students might remain ignorant if not introduced to a diversity of people of different races
and backgrounds, Parker said.
AbOut 19 percent of Virginia's population is
black. Blacks constitute about 5 percent of JMU s
enrollment.
. .
Yet on the football team, 50 players are black
and 52 are white.
,
.
McMilliiLsaid the number of black players has
increased/Over the past five to 10 years.
"UM&the reason is that more blacks are going
to predominantly white schools, and a lot more
blacks play high school athletics," he said.

v ..»■

^Wm

You learn to communicate regardless of your different backgrounds."
Turner said most blacks are not "integrated into
the flow of campus life" because bridging the gaps
takes a long time and a lot of effort.
"Most people here are too busy," he said. "But
being on the team, you have no choice."
Marshall Barnes, a sophomore safety on the
football squad, said the team is a "special group, a
family. You can't have a team of individuals."
Barnes, a native of Newport News, Va., said he
is the only black person in most of his classes.
"Sometimes people are intimidated by.rile. I can
feel they're uncomfortable." Because football
players interact together, they can adapt to these
situations, Barnes said.
"They can have their own special cliques and
friendships, but they feel totally comfortable with
people of a different race."
Barnes said an example of the friendships that
can develop can be seen at parties. "Most parties
here are either predominantly white or
predominantly black, but the football party given
in Gifford at the end of the season was about half
white and half black," he said.
"People should learn how to handle communicating with each other before going out into
the real world," Barnes said. "If you do not communicate, you have a biased view, but football
players are not biased, they have the advantage."

A Closer
Look:
Parking
tickets
By Charles Taylor
features editor

I almost made it. Eight more days last December
and I would have gone an entire semester without
one campus parking ticket. After receiving five last
spring, that would have been a noble accomplishment for me.
Judging statistics, it would have been an accomplishment for many others as well. According
to Alan MacNutt, JMU director of police and safety, 19,833 parking tickets were issued on campus in
1983. Total revenue collected: $105,410.
And that's not all. There^were also 107 moving
violations, 76 investigated traffic accidents, 58 arrests for driving under the influence, 112 tows and
225 warnings of one sort or another, MacNutt
said.
Sounds bad? "I've seen it worse," MacNutt
said. "When you look at other schools with higher
populations, you see we have it pretty nice. This
place is sweet when it comes to others."
True, JMU parking privileges are easily enough
obtained. On-campus parking for residents and
commuters is free — as long as one registers his
vehicle and places the obtained decal where it's
specified.
But dare to ignore the rules or park in a nondesignated student lot, and the deal sours a bit.
There's a $5 fine if caught parking in the wrong
student lot, $10 for parking in a faculty or handicapped space. If not paid within 10 days, $5 fines
are raised to $10, and $10 fines to $15.
But while we complain, things could be worse,
as MacNutt said. Let's take a look at two radically
diverse schools with some surprising student parking regulations — Eastern Mennonite College and
the University of California at Los Angeles.
For EMC's 850 students, parking permits cost
$18 a year, according to Physical Plant Director
Jim Brunk. Like JMU, the school issues decals for
specific commuter and resident parking lots.
Students who disobey are scolded with a $3 fine
or a $10 fine for parking in a loading zone. The
fine stays the same no matter when it's paid.
"We put the fine onto the student's bill," and
place a hold on transcripts if it is neglected, Brunk
said.

Things at UCLA are less congenial.
"We write, on the average, 8,000 tickets a
month," said Eleanor Yrineo, administrative assistant for student parking. "Ninety percent of those
are parked without a valid permit."
Which probably has something to do with
UCLA's student permit prices. To park there for
one academic year costs $135.
And that doesn't always guarantee you a spot.
Decals arc issued on a point system, based on class
standing, number of quarters attended, offcampus employment and how far from campus
you live, Yrineo said. The higher the points, the
better the space. Some lots aren't even on campus.
Imagine that with UCLA's 33,000 students.
The fines? This is great too. For parking in an
improper lot, $18. After 10 days, $25. For parking
in a handicapped space, $53.
If you have a complaint, don't call campus
police. All tickets are handled by city courts.
That of course makes parking at JMU seem
heavenly — for the moment. When that familiar
yellow citation is found flapping under the wiper,
however, nothing prevides solace.
I know. I got my first ticket of this semester Friday.

■«■
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Voice
*• (Continued from page 8)

impaired or print handicapped." Add to that the
number of people "who can't hold a book or turn
a page, like a stroke victim." There are no
statistics on this group, but Fuller estimates that
number is around 1,000. That makes more than
2,000 people in the area who could benefit from
and qualify for this service.
But Fuller is realistic.
"I feel not all 2,000 are going to want this service," she said. For her, 500 is a more workable
number.
"That's kind of my goal — to get 500 receivers
out in a couple of years," she said. All fundraising
activity is centered around this goal.
"The only way that we can increase our listener-

Place a
classified
The Breeze will donate
the money received for
classifieds in the next Issue
to the CARS program.
The program, sponsored
by the Catholic Campus
Ministries, provides free
rides Fridays and Saturdays
from 9 p.m. to 3 a.m for
those too drunk to drive or
for unescorted women.
For mopre information,
call 433-CARS.

ship and expand the program is by buying more
receivers, so I am very committed to the money
going for that," she said. The service recently raised S3,000, all of which is going to buy 30 more
receivers at $100 each.
Fuller, "almost for selfish reasons," likes to
personally place each receiver herself, making sure
that each one is placed with someone who truly
needs it. She also gets feedback from listeners on
what they would like to hear, she said. Some of the
programming has been a result of listeners' requests.
Although it's time consuming, visiting the person makes the listener feel more important and
adds to the personability of the service, Fuller says.
The motto of the Valley Voice is "like having a
friend drop by to read," she said.
The Valley Voice is not unique. There are four
similar
services in Virginia, according to

PREGNANT?
Free Confidential Help
Free Pregnancy Test

Fuller. The biggest is in Richmond and is known as
the Virginia Voice. The Valley Voice gets some of
its evening programming from them via WVPTTV's microwave. The other servicejs are located in
Roanoke, Newport News and Hampton.
The individual eligibility requirements are extensive and require both permanent and temporary
disabilities that would prevent a person from
reading the paper or any other written material
Most of the listeners are over 55 and many of them
are lonely, Fuller said.
When the service started in 1982, it broadcast
only four to five hours a day, and has since expanded to over 10. Fuller says they are considering
adding more broadcast hours to accommodate all
the volunteers. If this response continues, listeners
like Harold Miller and Nancy Hoover will have
more than "a friend dropping by to read;" they
might have another member of the family.

AN TAN TA

Get a tan now and be ready for Spring Break.
Our SunTana SunSystem is safer than
natural sunlight so you will not burn or
peel, just Tan. Tan. Tan.
-Only $2.00 a session through Fchnuirij—

BIRTHRIGHT
434-0003

ROLAND'S HAIR DESIGNS
and
TANNING CENTER
95 IN. Main St.
434-7060

If

^Irides Mouse

Annual Spring and Summer
Open House
■ 20% Off On All Bridals, Bridesmaids,
Flowergirls and Mother's Gowns
In Stock or Special Order
Feb. 2,3,and 4
ml fcventS
SP
Refreshments
* Thursday Feb. 2 2pm-9pm. Served by
Regina Hollen of Victuals and Viands.
eC

* Friday Feb. 3 6pm-9pm. Served by
Nancy Slack of Artistry
In Frosting.

r£S~*

* Saturday Feb. 4 All Day. Served by
Diane Short of Shortcakes.
Door Prfaes Given Away
Drawing on Feb. 4 at 5pm.
434-8053

—

Hours:

-fas.

Daily lOam-Spm
Thurs. 10am-9pm
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Sports

Dukes pound Pirates 71-54

Esch scores ■■■^^MIH^^H Poise keys
one pointers
career-high 19
By John Castaldl

By Scott Tolley

assistant sports editor

staff writer

JMU got just what it, needed
Saturday night against East Carolina
University, a good performance at
the foul line, a strong game from
Eric Esch, and most importantly —
a win.
• -'
The Dukes got their victory with a
71-54 romp over the Pirates, snapping a two-game losing streak and
putting them over the .500 mark for
the year at 9-8. The win also evened
the Dukes' ECAC South record at
2-2.
Of all the factors that led to the
Dukes' win, their foul-shooting performance proved to be a welcomed
breath of fresh air. Averaging a
dismal 53.4 percent in their last two
games and 61.9 percent for the
season, the Dukes connected on 23
out of 30 (76.7 percent) from the
charity stripe.
JMU, playing without injured
center Keith Bradley, depended solely on Eric Esch to handle the duties
at center. The 6-foot-9 sophomore
responded with a team-high and
career-high 19 points and also had
seven rebounds.
"Eric Esch I thought played an
outstanding game. It was by far his
best offensive game," JMU coach
Lou Campanelli said. "He really
took control offensively and did a
real nice job.
"Eric knows he has to score more
and that's the development of a big
man. 1 want him to be aggressive offensively and Eric's starting to assert
himself. He is doing a heckuva job
for an 18-year old sophomore."
Esch's performance was not only
crucial because of Bradley's ankle
injury, but because the Dukes'
leading scorer, senior Derek Steele
was not able to play at 100 percent
!
due to illness.
'
Steele, who is averaging 11.7
points a game, has been battling a
head cold. He sat out during Thursday's practice and part of Friday's.
With Steele unable to play at full
strength Saturday, the Dukes looked
to Esch to pick up the scoring.
"It's always nice to know that the
team's counting on you ... I lo°k at
it as a challenge, hopefully I'll be
able to meet the challenge," Esch
said.
"He (Campanelli) has said from
day one to go after the ball. I guess
now I'm doing it; maybe before I
wasn't doing it. I feel stronger I've
bee* lrlthig<**lghtt.itflt>K may have
See ESCH, page 13 *-

^^

A free throw — the player stands
15 uncontested feet from the basket,
sets, takes a deep breath and shoots.
There's no defensive player waving his arms or going for the block.
In. fact the opponents aren't even
allowed to taunt the shooter vocally.
■Free throw shooting sounds like
one of the easiest procedures in
basketball, and for some players it
is.
Last year, JMU's Charles Fisher
was third in the nation with a free
throw percentage of 91.3. As a team
last season, the Dukes made 73 percent of their foul shots.
But sometime between the end of
the NCAA tournament and the start
of the 1983-84 season JMU lost its
touch.
This season the Dukes have made
only 63.3 percent of their free
throws, and until Saturday night's

Analysis

Eric Esch goes up for two ol his career-high 19 points In Saturday's
victory. (Photo by Yo Nagaya)

Freshman Eric 'Boo Boo' Brent had nine points and three assists
against East Carolina. (Photo by Yo Nagaya)

23 of 30 performance from the line,
the Dukes were shooting only 61.9
percent.
Just to put those numbers in
perspective, Spotswood High School
10 miles east of here is shooting over
66 percent on the year.
And attention male chauvinists,
the JMU women's team is connecting on 70.8 percent from the line.
Obviously, the he-Dukes need
some improvement.
j
"I'd be foolish to say itjdoesn't
concern me," JMU coach L6u Campanelli said. "But I can only do so
much. It's up to the players. They'll
have to build some confidence at the
line. But 23 of 30 is encouraging."
According to Campanelli, confidence is the key. And if his theory
is correct, one shouldn't be surprised
that such a young team is having
problems from the line.
"You just have to hit some key
ones," Campanelli said. "Then
when you get to the line, you get the
power of recall. 'I hit one last week
in a key situation,' and then this time
there are positive images."
Confidence is just about the only
explanation anyone else on the team
has for the shooting woes.
Eric Esch, who drills shot after
shot from the key in the course of
the game, is shooting a frustrating
42.7 percent from the line.
"I guess in the game, I've just got
to catch it and shoot it," Esch said.
*' "On trTe*rhW I have a chance to think
See FREE THROWS, pag"e* 13"*-'
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Swimmers
win 3rd meet

Dukes fourth
in VIL tourney

By Paul Bergeron

Competing without its top wrestler,
the JMU wrestling team finish fourth
in the Virginia Intercollegiate League
Championships this weekend in Fairfax.
Sophomore Tony Gentile — 23-2
and ranked ninth nationally — missed
the tournament because of illness. The
University of Virginia won the seventeam event, finishing ahead of Old
Dominion University, Virginia
Military Institute and JMU.

I

staff writer

The Dukes lost another wrestler during the tournament when top-seeded
Jack Fitzgerald suffered a shoulder injury in the semifinals of the 150-pound
bracket.
Of the Dukes who survived,
freshman Tom Cummings faired the
best, pinning William and Mary's Mike
Hoess at 2:35 of the first period for the
championship of the 126-pound weight
class.
JMU's Gary Webb (150 pounds) and
Phil Rice (190) both finished second,
and Jeff Bowyer (118), Mike Thomas
(177) and Dave Stanton (Hwt) all placed third.

Gary Webb (left) finished second at 150 pounds this
weekend, (file photo)

With the loss of nine swimmers
early in the season due to ineligibility
and quitting, men's swimming coach
Charles Arnold set minimal goals for
the 1983-84 season.
But after winning their third meet
of the season Friday, the Dukes expectations are getting bigger.
"We were hoping for about three
wins, but now there is the possibility
of five or six wins," said Arnold
after JMU's 58-55 win over George
Washington here.
Even with five dual meets remaining, the Dukes (3-4) have already initial goal of three wins.
The win over George Washington
was clinched in the meet's last event,
the 400 freestyle relay. JMU trailed
55-51 going into the relay but the
team of Mike Dreisch, Ray Fiedler,
Mike Burt and Matt McShane provided the winning margin.
Individual winners for the Dukes
included Burt in the 50 and 100
freestyle, McShane in the 200 butterfly, Dreisch in the 200 individual
medley, Chris Keoughan in the 200
backstroke and Scott Martinson in
the 500 freestyle.

sportsfile

I

Sue Gervlnski was one of the JMU swimmers to compete in the U.S. Senior Meet here this weekend. (Photo by Yo Nagaya)

Indians foil
JMU fencers
The JMU women fencers fell to
William and Mary 15-r to drop to a
1-1 record on the season.
Debbie Lung was JMU's only winner. She finished the match 1-3. All
other JMU fencers finished 0-4.
JMU's junior varsity upped its
record to 2-0 with an 11-5 win.
JMU travels to Hollins College
Monday.

Results
Men's Basketball
JMU 71

A

Woman's Fencing
William aid Mary 15

East Carolina Un

IMl. 1

Man's Swimming
JMU 58

George Washington University 55

Wrestling
University of Virginia 78.25
Old Dominion University 67.75
Virginia Military Institute 53.50
JMU <6 50
William and Mary 24.50
Virginia Tech 23.50
George Mason University 1.50
Men's Intramural Basketbell
Sigma Nu win
Pi Kappa Phi forfeit
Bombers 49
The Force 39
Lambda Chi Alpha 67
Rising Stars 46
ThetaChi52
Ikenberry 35
Blitz 72
Ikenberry "B" 33
Tunnel Drivers 55
Dying Breed 33
SPE52
While 31
Local 175 49
Coat Hangers 35
The Branch 44
Warriors 33
Kappa Sigma win
Spolswood forfeit
Crows 47
Yak 41
Devastation Inc. win
69'ers forfeit
Dry Heaves 56
Multiple O's 46
MeyberryRFD31
Cold Bon To Go 36Sigma PI "A" 46
SPE B "20
The C Men 63
Charlie and The Mansons 32
Panama Bed Tide 44
Flintstones35
Hcrrmwectiers 43
OI!41
NoGull" No Glory 39
Sigma Pi B" 13
Grams 34
•feloe'S 38
P.O 360s 37
Sixers 29

Marketeers 55
The Cage 47
Flagin Ca|un 33
Theta Chi 48
Rydeli's Roosters 34
Steamers 44
Brotherhood 42
Lee Harvey 42
S BOM 45
Delta Sigma PI 32
The Sleaze 31
Quasi Bonzals 41
Skywalkers 52
Zacklewhallulle42
Gilford Penthouse 27

MONDAY

Sick Ones 46
Ream 35
Cheers 27
S.O.S. 21
Unwed Mothers 31

Bombers 36
Sudden Impact 32
Hackers 29
Pistons 33
The Products 26
The Slime Dogs 28
Trash II 33
Booze Brothers 17
Vadams Family 19
Pineapples 22

Men's basketball
JMU 71
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Flo Jackson

Freshman guard directs JMU attack
By Paul Bergeron

staff writer

When Flo Jackson came to JMU she expected
her freshman season to be one spent learning the
team's system. With time she hoped to work her
way into the starting lineup. After all, the starting
guards ahead of her were in their junior and senior
seasons.
Jackson however proved to be a quick learner.
Since coming back from winter break, the 5-foot-6
guard has found herself in a starting role.

'Flo is giving us
everything we need in
a point guard.9
"Right now Flo is giving us everything we need
in a point guard," said JMU coach Shelia Moorman. "Her defense is excellent and she has been
setting a quick pace on offense which gives us some
transition baskets.".
Jackson, who was named to Parade Magazine's

In the second half, East Carolina's
offense consisted mainly of
sophomore guard Curt Vanderhorst,
who scored 18 of his 20 points after
the intermission.
He and his teammates were able to
cut JMU's 16-point half-time lead to
nine points (45-36) at 12:32 left in
the game. East Carolina never got
closer to the Dukes throughout the
remainder of the contest.
Steele said, "We came out and
said, 'hold up, they're not going beat
us.' We got out to a 16-point lead,
were not going let them come back
and beat us."
The Dukes, especially Esch, were
just too tough for East Carolina
down the stretch. Esch poured in 13
points in the final half.

Esch
►(Continued from page 11)

something to do with it or it may be
in my head to go after the ball."
The Dukes who tied their season
high for most points with 71, showed
their dominance early in the contest.
JMU jumped out to a 12-2 lead six
and a half minutes into, fhe game.
East Carolina closed the gap to
14-11 after two consecutive baskets
by William Grady. Grady led all
first-half scorers with nine points.
For the remainder of the first half,
the Dukes outscored the Pirates 20-7
to take a commanding half time
lead, 34-18.

Apply
now!

Davis-Elkins and yCU. Both games resulted in
JMU wins.
Defense though was where Moorman knew
Jackson had potential. "We knew she could play
defense. If we need to go to a man-to-man defense
against any opponents guards, Flo draws the
assignment," Moorman said.
But Jackson's aggressive defense has caused her
to foul out four games this year.
"She plays her man tighter than most players,"
Moorman said. "Her quickness allows her to do

'We knew she could
play defense.'
that. She needs to find the Tine line between aggressiveness and good defense."
If the familiar basketball adage, "The best thing
about a freshman is that they become
sophomores," is true, JMU has three more productive years left with Flo Jackson at point guard.

Free throws
••(Continued from page 11)

about it. I guess I think about it too
much. It's really not much of a
physical thing."
The question that must concern
Campanelli is when will the confidence come. Saturday night's performance may have been encouraging, but as Campanelli said, "It's
easier to shoot foul shots when you
have a lead. The free throws we shot
tonight (Saturday) were never like
the ones in the last two games."
Those two games to which Campanelli referred were a four-point
loss to George Mason University and

a two-point loss to the University of
Richmond in overtime.
In those two games, the Dukes lost
by a total of six points, and they
missed 20 foul shots.
Campanelli said in those types of
pressure situations, foul shooting
becomes contagious.
"If one guy gets tight, another guy
gets tight." he said. "If I see you
make a couple, it helps me get loose.
Psychologically, you tend to be more
loose if your running mate is loose."
Maybe, all the Dukes need is some
loose running mates. "Tonight we
shot 76 percent; that's a step in the
right direction," Campanelli said.
And with a team as young as the
Dukes, you've got to take one step
before you can expect to run.

You can learn journalism the best way possible — working on
a student newspaper. The following paid positions are available
from March 1984 to March 1985, but summer work is not required. If interested, obtain an application at The Breeze office in
the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall or contact Ian Katz, editor
of The Breeze, at 6127. Deadline for ALL positions is 5 p.m. Friday Feb. 3.
► Features editor
► Assistant features editor
► Feature writers and columnists

News editor
Assistant news editors
News reporters

► Wire editor

Editorial editor
Assistant editorial editor
Columnists
Sports editor
Assistant sports editor
Sportswriters

All-American squad while playing at Wyandanch
High School in New York, cracked the starting
lineup three games ago against Radford. Jackson
has played in all 17 JMU games and averages 8.4
points, and leads the team with 35 assists.
She is part of a rotation at the guard position
with senior Mary Gilligan and junior Sue
Manelski, allowing her to play at both point and
shooting guard. While Jackson and Gilligan are
the only point guards of the three, Jackson
sometimes relieves Manelski at shooting guard.
"Point guard is her most natural position,"
Moorman said. "We have projected her as our
point guard of the future, but the situation this
year allows her to see a lot of time at shooting
guard."
Jackson enjoys working both positions. "I'm
more used to point guard, but shooting guard
allows me to shoot more. Everyone loves to
shoot."
Gilligan, who Jackson replaced at the starting
point guard spot, sees a strong future for the
freshman.
"Her physical ability is excellent," Gilligan said.
"She is a great jumper and a strong defensive
player. She still needs to learn more about reading
defenses, but that will come with time."
Jackson's season high has been 17 points against

\ ■

►
►
►
►

Production manager
Assistant production manager
Paste-up people
Typists
—i
1

► Assistant business manager

► Artists

Subcrlptlon manager

Copy editors

Driver

Administrative
assistant

Copy camera operator
Librarian
Darkroom assistant

Photography
editor
Photographers

Ads design manager
Ads designers
,»- >~

i

Ade salespeople
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ewpoint
Smoke
A year's progress
"It's a classic case of, 'If there had been
smoke detectors, he would be alive today.'"

BELIEVE Ybu NE THEES SIGN fWso...
FOR -IH£ WATEG* \*A OL' MEXICO

TA*>TE.S BETTERTHAM TREESWAT&pj

— Bill Austin, Harrisonburg fire chief, on the
death of David Dunnigan.
A year ago this week, JMU senior David Dunnigan died in an apartment fire. Dunnigan's death
could have been prevented, according to Austin, if
the apartment owners or students had taken time
and $15 to install a smoke detector.
It's unfortunate the need for smoke detectors
was demonstrated so tragically, but there is one
positive aspect of this story. Since Dunnigan's
death, the university and local Apartment complexes have become more fire conscious.
Students moved into their dorm rooms last fall
to find what looked like plastic cups stuck to the
ceilings. While all dormitories previously had some
smoke detectors, the "plastic cups" represent the
university's increased awareness of potential fire
hazards.
A poll of apartment complexes with large student populations taken shortly after Dunnigan's
death showed five major ones did not provide
smoke detectors. However, a poll taken last week
showed all installed smoke detectors or made them
available to residents.
Although we're glad to see apartment owners
taking this voluntary action, we would like to see a
state law requiring all buildings to have smoke
detectors. Currently, state law only requires
buildings built after 1973 to have detectors.
As students begin their search for next year's
housing, they should look for apartments with
smoke detectors, or badger the managers to install
them.
Unfortunately, we'll never know how many lives
smoke detectors save. We just hope we never have
to report how many lives weren't saved.

I

Marlon Perkins catalogues Electric Zoo
Marlon Perkins, famed naturalist and host of
"Mutual of Omaha's Wild Kingdom," was at the
East Carolina-JMU basketball game Saturday
night. You remember Marlon . . .
"While Jim wrestles the man-eating crocodile,
I'll sit here in the tent and take notes."
Yes, that's the one. Anyway, Marlon was at the
game, but he's no basketball fan. Marlon was busy
cataloging the residents of the now-famous "Electric Zoo."
Marlon was kind enough to give me a copy of his
zoo prospectus:
Inventory of species in the Electric Zoo
Here are a few of the more exotic inhabitants:

They smell bad, lack good judgment and are listed
number 1 on the pest control hit list. Definitely an
endangered species.
*► The screaming yellow rooter. The most dominant species at the zoo. Known for hurling brightly
colored projectiles at zoo visitors. When cornered,
these creatures make sport of any odd physical

Lost
and
Found

► Duke — a huge bulldog whose enormity indicates some sort of glandular disfunction. As official mascot of the zoo, Duke is a welcome change
from Madisonman, the former zoo mascot. In case
you've forgotten, Madisonman was a kind of
yellow mutant, apparently the illicit offspring
from an affair between Wonder Woman and Budman.
► The shrieking, pepper-maned Lou bird. The
species most prized by zoo curator Ron Carrier.
This animal is often known to perch on the
shoulders of zebras and shout obscenities. Most
famous for out-coaching the horn-beaked Dean
bud two years ago. .

TIM ARNOLD

► The purple-legged, yellow-breasted horn
honkers, or simply, the band. The songs of these
wild birds often send other residents of the zoo into a frenzy.

characteristics of zoo visitors, as well as questioning the visitor's ancestry.

► The near-sighted, yellow-belled zebra —
commonly called "the game official." This species
is the natural enemy of the rest of the zoo's inhabitants. Although classified as zebras, these
1m
' f4%aMactually members of the rodent family.
• *r«-l»« liaiti cc , <33KMI >nti\

► The wide-tailed hibernating boar, (Latin name:
Dukus Alumnus).These quiet beasts live on the opposite side of the zoo from the rooters. They remain dormant throughout most of basketball
W
r ma rin in
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The predatory and territorial instincts of these
zoo residents are acute. Visiting Spiders, Rams,
hagles and other creatures face extinction in the
race of the unbridled animal passion that prevails
in the largest insane asylum in the animal kingdom
— The Electric Zoo.
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Readers' Forum
Black progress defended
Whites refuse to recognize black struggles
To the editor
Melissa Reed's futile attempt to mock
black organizations and programs shows
whites today still do not fully understand the
plight of black people.
According to Reed, Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. would "roll over in his grave if he
could see what was going on today." Quite
the contrary. I believe he would undoubtedly
be proud of the progress made by black people in every area of society. However, I'm
sure he would agree we have much farther to
go. Reed's sarcasm is a perfect example of
whites' refusal to recognize the struggles of
the black race.
Yes, black voter registration drives push
for black voter participation because for

years blacks have been virtually ignored in
politics.
As for Reed's sophomoric comment on the
Miss Black America contest in which only
black women are permitted to compete, I'm
sure this contest was created after many
blacks realized a black contestant for Miss
America was simply unheard of.
After all, the ail-American girl is a bouncy,
blue-eyed blonde, right? WRONG! For
many years, these beaming Barbie dolls
paraded across the television screen before
Americans of all races and colors — white,
black, Indian. I say a black Miss America
was long overdue.' So is a black Ms.
Madison.
Wake up, Reed. This is 1984. Blacks have

just begun to overcome, and we certainly
won't stop now. As we continue to sing the
Negro National Anthem of "Lift Every
Voice and Sing,". I hope pathetic attitudes
toward the progression of black people (such
as Reed's) will diminish into powerless insignificance amid the successes of the black
race.
Allison R. Baker
freshman
communication arts
Next month is Black History Month. I
hope everyone will take time to recognize or
learn about at least one outstanding black
American. I suppose we also should compensate with a Caucasian History Month.

Don't be fooled; discrimination still exists
To the editor
It's true there have been many
improvements since the days of
Martin Luther King.
Don't be fooled,-however, >nt0
thinking discrimination no
longer exists. The social and legal
obstacles which have faced blacks
were built up over decades. They
are deeply embedded in our society. It will take much more effort
to wipe them out.
Perhaps some affirmative action programs are becoming unnecessary. Strict quotas in many
areas have been criticized. Some
have been abolished. We must be
careful, however, to remember
the purposes of these programs
before we attack them.
Black voter registration drives
aim to end inequities which have
continued even after the abolishment of grandfather clauses and
poll taxes. The United Negro College Fund helps blacks help
themselves out of a situation
where whites are more likely to
get a college education.
In time, these programs may be
cut down. Ideally, skin color will
cease to be a factor anywhere in
society. Changes in attitudes of
individuals will folio* the
changes forced by law. There will
then be no Miss Black America,
no all-white fraternities, no
"Black English" and no Ku Klux
Klan.
We should keep this ideal in
our mind and in our hearts. We
should also recognize, however,
certain well-designed measures
must -be taken to insure progress.
Gregory^- RoM
senior
political science / English

Dr. Rsx Fuller, communication arts department head,
answers questions of prospective freshmen during last
year's Black Freshman
Weekend. (F/7e photo)

Column 'naive, utterly ridiculous'
To the editor.
Melissa Reed's column struck me as being utterly
ridiculous. Reed referred to people still being "processed by skin color," but she failed to look at the real
situation.
As Reed looked on the history of discrimination, she
might have made a few good points. In turning to the
present however, she seemed to be pleading for a
greater amount of "processing by skin color."
It's a bit naive, or just ignorant, to suggest the
possibility of a "White Student Alliance" or even a
"White Freshman Weekend." Grow up, please!
If Reed looked around JMU, she would see about 95
percent of the student population is white. This is why
I Find it hard to believe she would "have loved the opportunity" to participate in a white equivalent to the
Black Freshman Weekend.

I also believe both programs Reed referred to, the
Black Student Alliance and Black Freshman Weekend,
are necessary to bring together the minority of black
students.
I would like to see more black students and faculty
at JMU, and only when the percentage of blacks at
JMU equals the percentage of blacks in the state's
population, would there no longer be a need for the
Black Freshman Weekend.
Instead of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. rolling over in
his grave if he saw the situation of today, he would be
more likely to roll over after reading the maliciously
prejudiced "Guest Spot" by Reed.
> I'.I

KeHI Buatel
In; f :i.osf1t ») citrii'in ,1 J. ■ - senior
psychology / political science
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Beirut action heats up
i

\ :

BEIRUT, Lebanon — U.S. jets swept over
Beirut's southern suburbs on reconnaissance
missions Saturday minutes after a ground-toair missile missed a Navy helicopter over the
U.S. Marine base.
Saturday evening, a car bomb blew up in
predominately Moslem West Beirut wounding
16 people, and an explosion in a print shop injured two people, according to police.
The private "Voice of Lebanon" radio station said gunmen in a passing car killed Walid
el-Jamal, once a leader of the Mourabitoun
Moslem militia who was known to have
cooperated with Israel.
There were no claims of responsibility for
his death or the bombing attacks.

France pulls out
'big stick* in Chad
PARIS — Five months
after reluctantly stationing
troops in Chad, France has
made known its willingness to
use them.
The French have made it
clear there will be a direct confrontation if Libya's troops or
Libyan-backed rebels cross
the French forward line.
The French troops are
backing Chadian President
Hissene Habre's forces in
their civil war against Libyanbacked rebels loyal to former
President Goukouni Oueddei,
the man Habre replaced.
On Friday, the French expanded their area of control in

The U.S. jets staged no attacks and drew no
fire, Beirut radio said. The Marines would not
comment on the radio reports.
Meanwhile, U.S. special Middle East envoy
Donald Rumsfeld and Richard Murphy, the
U.S. assistant secretary of state for Near East
and South Asian affairs, met with Lebanese
President Amin Gemayel.
Neither U.S. official made any statement
after the 90-minute meeting at the presidential
palace. Beirut radio said the talks focused on
the progress of a Saudi-sponsored plan to
establish a true cease-fire in Lebanon.
— Associated Press

Chad an average of 90 miles
north.
The French told their 3,000
troops to fire "without warning" on any "hostile
elements" that tried to cross
the new line.

Students protest
in Paris streets
PARIS — Riot police sealed off Paris' student quarter
for hours Saturday, fighting
pro-Armenian protesters and
arresting hundreds.
A second large demonstration protested conditions in
Morocco, but was broken up
after dozens of arrests, police
said.

It was the worst street
violence in France since
thousands of students battled
police with rocks and bottles
in cities across France last spring during a week of protests
against educational reforms at
French universities.
Police said they arrested
more than 200 people when
the protesters refused to break
up a demonstration over the
trial of four self-proclaimed
members of the terrorist
Armenian Secret Army for the
Liberation of Armenia.
The four are on trial for the
bloody takeover of the
Turkish Embassy in Paris
three years ago.

County loses appeal
in jail conditions case
RICHMOND — Prince William County
Friday lost its federal appeal of a decision
awarding $210,000 to county jail inmates
who had contended that their incarceration
was cruel and unusual punishment.
The 4th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
noted in its decision that the county conceded its jail had become a "terrible facility
which exceeded permissible constitutional
limitations."
The court said it could not set aside a
jury verdict when the evidence made it clear
that "reasonable persons could reach no
other conclusion."

Savings and loan closed
by federal government
RICHMOND — Federal bank examiners
continued to check Saturday for law violations at Union Federal Savings and Loan
Association, which was closed by the
government after the discovery of $1.8
million in unrecorded deposits.
The 23-year-old institution, which has
1,700 depositors, is only the 22nd savings
and loan in the nation to be shut down
since the federal government began
regulating the associations in 1934.

Richmond man convicted in murder of elderly couple
YORKTOWN - A York County Circuit
Court jury Saturday convicted a 25-yearold Richmond man of two counts of capital
murder in the slayings of an elderly couple.
After deliberating for three hours, the
jury found Willie Leroy Jones guilty of the
May 13 killings of Graham Adkins and his
wife Myra, both retired storekeepers.
,

by the way
A thriller for Jackson
LOS ANGELES — Singer Michael
Jackson checked out of a hospital Saturday
after being treated for severe scalp burns
suffered when his hair was ignited by
special effects while he filmed a TV commercial.
More than 200 calls a minute had streamed in to the switchbard at Brotman
Memorial Hospital and avid fans had
poured into the medical facility in attempts
to see him.
Dr. Steven Hoefflin, a plastic surgeon,
said Jackson still had some discomfort
from the burns. He had said earlier
Jackson could suffer some permanent hair
loss.
Jackson had a palm-sized patch of his
scalp singed Friday night while filming a
commercial for Pepsi-Cola.
— Associated Press

Camera crew sued
by fiery protester
ANNISTON, Ala. — A
jobless roofer who set himself
on fire to protest the nation's
high unemployment rate has
filed a $4 million suit against a
television news crew who filmed the incident.
Cecil Andrews of Jacksonville, Ala., claims in his suit
that he was "mentally or
physically incapacitated" at
the time and that the television crew was negligent in not
trying to stop him.
Andrews called the station
four times on the evening of
March 4, 1983, saying he was
going to set himself afire in
the town square of Jacksonville to protest unemployment.
The station notified police
and sent two cameramen, Ron
Simmons and Gary Harris, to
........■■■..»»■»«.

the square. When they arrived, Andrews walked up to
their vehicle, squirted lighter
fluid on his pants and set
himself afire.
The suit contends the defendants "assumed the task and
duty" to save Andrews when
the TV crew was sent to the
square.

astronauts testing rocketpowered backpacks. The
backpacks
allow
the
astronauts to roam 300 feet
away from the orbiting shuttle.
Six women and three blacks
have been assigned missions
during the year. An August
flight will have two women in
the five-person crew.

A big year
for space shuttle

Reagan poised for
candidacy decision

WASHINGTON — Five
astronauts and the space shuttle Challenger are to launch
from Cape Canaveral Friday
to kick off the most ambitious
year in NASA's history.
A total of 52 men and
women are scheduled to make
10 space shuttle flights.
This week's mission will
feature the first untethered
space walks, with two
ifirvi-ir-iiiii , ■—.

WASHINGTON — With
his campaign organization in
place and public opinion polls
giving him his highest rating
in nearly three years, President Reagan was expected
Sunday to tell the nation
whether he will seek a second
term.
— Associated Press
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